Southwest Regional Specialty, Ventura, California held July 02, 2015
Judge: Mrs. Dana B. Read

**Best of Breed**

GCH JOSANDRE' PH BRONZE BOBBY.

**Best of Winners**

KALISTA'S CLASSIC 356 PORSCHE.

**Best of Opposite Sex**

MARRICS LADY SMITH N WESSON V RIFRAF.

**Select Dog**

CH DREAM WEAVER FIGARO.

**Select Bitch**

GCH. CH. SALATINO LA MARIEE EN NOIR.
Award of Merit

GCH INVOLO WANNA BE STARTIN' SOMETHIN'.

Winners Dog

MOHAIS CORAL BAY CONNECTION.

Reserve Winners Dog

FLINTERS HOLLYWOOD FANATSY.

Winners Bitch

KALISTA'S CLASSIC 356 PORSCHE.

Reserve Winners Bitch

JAREAUX PROUD MARY.

Best Puppy

MOHAIS CORAL BAY CONNECTION.

Best Bred-By Exhibitor

VALA MADE TO PARTY WITH DISYRE.

Best Veteran
CH. BREVETTE WISH UPON A STAR.

**Best Junior Handler**

**ISABEL ISAACSON.**
GCH POWDERMILL TOUCH THE NIGHT.